
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

We ________________ a special shock force.1. (move in)'re moving in

When we _________________ we play golf.2. (not/ride)'re not riding

_________________________ every day for what we did?3.
(we/not/apologize/?)

Are we not apologizing

Signs __________________ of a revived interest in building-a revived
interest in materials for their own sake, and a revived practice of personally
working in them and experimenting with them.

4.

(not/want)

are not wanting

_________________________________ between what man wills and
what really happens!
5.

(how immense/the abyss/lie/?)
How immense is the abyss lying

I _______________ away ever.6. (not/go)'m not going

But I ___________ on too fast.7. (go)am going

____________________ the duty which superior opportunity imposes
upon him?
8.

(he/discharge/?)
Is he discharging

I ___________________ to you, of course, Sir Joseph.9. (not/refer)'m not referring

It ___________ fast enough, anyhow.10. (go)'s going

_______________________ together so much money?11.
(for whom/I/rake/?)

For whom am I raking

I ______________ what I believe to be the truth.12. (speak)'m speaking

I like fun that happens when you __________________.13. (not/look)'re not looking

____________________________ old times?14. (what/the harm/recall/?)What's the harm recalling

I ________________ that in this there is any substantial grievance; the
offence is rarely committed by others than labourers, and by them too often.
15.

(not/urge)

am not urging
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I ________________ you to try to believe my little philosophy of types.16.
(not/ask)

am not asking

I ____________ here as Mr. Angus.17. (live)am living

You think you __________________ because you don't hear it grate, but
hold the glass sideways to the light and you will see the silver line quite
continuous.

18.

(not/cut)

're not cutting

_______________________ across the road like a conspiracy?19.
(why/a hen/walk/?)

Why is a hen walking

Or ___________________________ in this unhealthy fog?20.
(for whom/you/wait/?)

for whom are you waiting
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